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Headline Results for Q3FY24

(Quarter ending December 31, 2023)
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In the letter below, we will address the key questions that we think investors might have.
Please refer to Annexure A for the key financial and operating metrics data.

Q1. Howwas the business performance in Q3FY24?

Akshant:We continued to build on themomentum in the first two quarters of FY24.

GOV across our B2C businesses grew 47% YoY (13% QoQ) to INR 12,886 crore. On an annualised basis, we
have now crossed INR 50,000 crore of GOV in our B2C businesses. Food delivery GOV grew 27% YoY (6.3%
QoQ), quick commerce GOV grew 103% YoY (28% QoQ) and Going-out GOV grew 154% YoY (26% QoQ).

Consolidated Adjusted Revenue grew 53% YoY (12% QoQ) to INR 3,609 crore.

On the profitability front, consolidated Adjusted EBITDA was positive for the third consecutive quarter at
INR 125 crore and improved by INR 390 crore as compared to the same quarter last year.

Please refer to Annexure A for the key financial and operating metrics data.

Deepinder: I think the key takeaways are as follows -

1) Our consolidated topline (Adjusted Revenue) continues to growmeaningfully above our stated
expectation of 40%+ YoY. Infact, at this point, we expect the topline to continue growing at 50%+ YoY.

2) Food delivery
a) GOV growth is now back up to 25%+ YoY. At this point, we expect GOV to continue growing at

20%+ YoY, and perhaps accelerate further if we seemore than expectedmarket share gains and
revival in macro consumer demand.

b) Annualised Adjusted EBITDA profit is now INR 1,000+ crore. We expect both margin expansion and
GOV growth to drive further improvement in absolute profits.

3) Blinkit
a) GOV growth at 103% YoY (28% QoQ) continues unabated. Losses continue to decline and we are on

track to meet our guidance of Adjusted EBITDA break-even on or before Q1FY25.

Q2. Everything seems to be going great. Anything we should watch out for?

Deepinder: I would say complacency and accepting the status quo as the ideal place to be in, is when the
culture and the business start to deteriorate. We need to continue being paranoid about driving innovation
and disruption, or someone else will.

A lot of innovation in our business happens behind the scenes - which may not be obvious to a customer,
but which compounds to make our platformmore robust and hence improve the customer experience. To
give you some examples -

(1) We built our proprietary geo-location technology which leverages our data onmillions of deliveries and
more accurately pinpoints customer location down to the last fewmetres. Enhancements to this platform
have led to a dramatic >30% decrease in drop location errors in the last 12 months.

(2) Our in-house customer support platform ‘One Support’ has automatedmost of our customer support
workflows by leveraging data sets built over the years. This has led to about a 35% reduction in our in-app
query resolution time.

Several such innovations have eventually led to about a 20% decline in order cancellations and rejections,
and a ~20% reduction in orders requiring support in our food delivery business over the last one year.

This improvement in quality of customer experience is a core building block for future growth as it drives
higher customer adoption and ordering frequency.
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Q3. The discretionary consumption in India across sectors was subdued in
Q3FY24 but the food delivery business seems to have grownwell. Any
comments on that?

Rakesh: Yes, the demand environment wasmuted in the last quarter (Q3FY24) and that is true even for the
broader restaurant industry. Hence, food delivery GOV growth (at 6.3% QoQ /27% YoY) was lower than our
expectations but still higher than some of the other players in the restaurant industry space.

One of the things driving the growth of our food delivery business is the fact that our platform is still
underserved from a supply standpoint. Themonthly active restaurant base on our platform has grown by
20%+ YoY in Q3FY24. This growth is driven both by new restaurants opening-up and our coverage of
existing restaurants increasing.

Q4. Is the weakness in demand persisting in the current quarter (Q4FY24)?

Rakesh: It is trending as per our projections so far. Please refer to the response in Q1 above for our outlook
onmore longer-term growth.

Q5. How is Zomato Gold contributing to the growth of the business?

Rakesh: At this point, it is being used tactically to acquire (and re-acquire) customers and hence the
pricing of the membership program is much lower than what we would want it to be. Customers havemore
than one option and hence we have to remain competitive on pricing. We are also seeing a lot of
customers switching platforms at the time of membership renewal depending on who is offering the
lowest price. While there is no debate on the need for a loyalty program, we are yet to get to sustainable
pricing here.

Q6. Despite the drop in Zomato Gold pricing, how has the contributionmargin
still expanded to 7.1%?

Akshant:Margins have continued to expand due to incremental improvements in other aspects of the
business, as has been the case over the last four quarters since the launch of the Gold program. Many of
these improvements have been a result of years of relentless work put in by the team, which is starting to
pay off now. One example is the work we’ve done around improving ad-monetization, which is leading to
consistent QoQ increase in ad revenue per order over the last several quarters. Introduction of a platform
fee for all customers (including Gold members) in July 2023 has also helped in margin improvement.

Q7. Given ad revenue and platform fee revenue have increased, why has Adjusted
Revenue as a percentage of GOV fallen in Q3FY24?

Akshant: This is because only a small fraction of platform fee collected is reflected in reported revenue.
The same is true for subscription revenue (for example Zomato Gold) also.

As per Indian accounting standards (Ind AS 115), we are required to net off any discounts and subsidies
offered to customers against revenue earned from them (such as the platform fee and Zomato Gold
subscription revenue). Adjusting for this difference, the Adjusted Revenue as a% of GOV would not have
dropped in Q3FY24 as compared to Q2FY24.

This accounting adjustment however did not have any impact on GOV or Contribution (as our discounts
and subsidies expense line was also correspondingly lower) or Adjusted EBITDA .

The above dynamic might continue to impact reported Adjusted Revenue as a% of GOV going forward as
well if platform fee continues to increase (albeit with no impact on GOV or Contribution or Adjusted
EBITDA).
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Q8. Howmuch do you plan to increase the platform fee going forward?

Rakesh:We think it is too early to predict how the platform fee will shape up. Much like the Gold program,
we are still testing the waters on what works andmakes sense here from a long term perspective.

We will continue to tactically use levers like these to optimise both growth andmargin expansion. Most
importantly, as we do this, we will also continue to ensure the viability and well-being of each of our
stakeholders – our customers, restaurant partners and delivery partners.

Q9. Moving onto quick commerce, Blinkit had yet another quarter of
hyper-growth. What drove this growth?

Albinder: In-line with our expectations, GOV grew 28% QoQ (103% YoY) largely driven by the robust uptick
in demand that we witnessed due to themultiple festivals and occasions in the quarter. This growth was
also fuelled by having the right assortment which addressed themost pertinent needs of our customers.
The team also ensured consistently high service levels throughminimal stock-outs and adequate delivery
partner availability during periods of peak demand.

While most of the GOV growth was order volume-led, part of it was also driven by an increase in average
order value, which continued to benefit from a higher mix of high ASP (average selling price) categories
such as electronics, festive needs, home décor, among others.

We also added 40 net new stores this quarter, taking the total store count to 451 as at the end of the
quarter. Despite the increase in store count, our average GOV per day, per store grew 17% QoQ reflecting
healthy same store sales growth.

Q10. Are your tier 1 cities still growing or is the growth drivenmore by smaller
cities now?

Albinder: ~90% of our GOV comes from our top eight
cities currently and hence to maintain the current
pace of growth in the overall business, even our top
eight cities would need to grow at roughly the same
pace.

As mentioned in our last letter, most of our new store
addition is focused on (a) existing neighbourhoods
where we are exceeding current store capacity or (b)
covering more neighbourhoods in existing cities.
Outside of this, we are selectively adding a couple of
stores to test the waters in high potential new cities. So far, all the new cities that we have launched in are
showing good potential and we will look to subsequently scale these cities as well. In the last quarter, we
launched stores in two new cities - Goa and Agra.

Q11. What is driving the increase in contributionmargin despite the acceleration
in store expansion?

Albinder: Asmentioned in our last letter, the aggregate contribution margin in the business is a weighted
average of Contribution profits from scaled stores and the cost to break-even on new stores. In Q3FY24,
close to 70% of our stores were Contribution positive and ~20% of these were operating at a 5%+
contribution margin resulting in a growing pool of Contribution profit, which is creating room for investing
in new stores while also continuing to improve the aggregate contribution margin.
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Akshant: Our new stores are also
ramping up faster than before given
the strong product market fit and
growing awareness of quick
commerce amongst customers. In the
last four quarters, the average time
taken for newly launched stores to
reach a volume of 1,000 orders per day
(at which point stores typically start to
achieve Contribution break-even), has
consistently reduced from an average
of 5.8 months for our cohort of new
stores added in Q4FY23 to about two
months for our most recent cohort of stores opened in October 2023.

Quicker store ramp-upmeans quicker recovery of all fixed costs related to dark stores and warehouses
and hence lesser time to reach Contribution break-even, resulting in lower investment per new store
launched. This gives us room to further accelerate network expansion without impacting our Adjusted
EBITDA break-even timeline.

Q12. How is admonetization shaping up at Blinkit?

Albinder: The quick commerce advertising opportunity is turning out to be promising so far. Blinkit ad
revenue has grown at double the pace of GOV growth over the last one year (up 220% YoY in Q3FY24
vis-à-vis 103% YoY GOV growth). Based on the feedback we are receiving from advertisers, we believe that
the following factors are making Blinkit a preferred advertising platform for both large and emerging
brands in the country –

1. Quick commerce is one of themost transacted categories online – Transacting frequency on
Blinkit is amongst the highest in any consumer internet category in India. Brands are therefore
looking to build visibility with a highly engaged and fast-growing customer base with spending
power.

2. Easy-to-use self-serve ad platform – Our programmatic ad-bidding platform gives brands full
flexibility to e�ciently serve ads with multiple permutations and combinations, thereby helping
them drive more targeted ad spends.

3. Measurable and high ROI on ad spends – Linking ad impressions to actual sales helps brands
accurately measure ROI. Moreover, given the speed of order fulfilment, brands are also able to see
almost real time impact of their ad spends. With the hyperlocal insights and targeting that is
possible on our platform, brands have been generating high ROI on their ad spends, which is in turn
driving high advertiser retention rates for us.

All of the above have led to a healthy increase in the number of advertisers and ad spend per advertiser
over the last five quarters. Revenue concentration of the top 20 advertisers has fallen from 61% in Q3FY23
to 40% in Q3FY24 despite a 108% YoY growth in ad spends by the top 20 advertisers.
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Q13. Any updates on the ESG front?

Deepinder: Yes, we do have a few updates.

On the environment front, to encourage our restaurant partners to use eco-friendly alternatives for
packaging, we have started recognizing restaurant partners that havemade the switch to plastic-free
packaging options for deliveries made through our platform. We do this by highlighting such restaurants
with a ‘Plastic-free-order’ banner on our app. The aim is to expand the program and facilitate delivery of
100million plastic-free orders by the end of 2025. This initiative is over and above our ‘100% plastic neutral
deliveries’ initiative where we voluntarily recycle more than 100% of all plastic utilised by restaurant
partners in the packaging of orders placed on the food delivery platform.

On the social front, we launched an industry-first maternity insurance plan for women delivery partners,
which is aimed at creating an inclusive environment for our women delivery partners. This plan offers
crucial assistance throughout the pregnancy period by covering key costs related to pregnancy and
childbirth, and is available to all women delivery partners whomeet certain criteria of orders delivered
through the Zomato platform.

Finally, in terms of contributing to road safety, we have launched an impactful ‘first-responder training
program’ initiative for our delivery partners across India. Under this initiative, we are enabling our delivery
partners to learn the nuances of medical first-aid & CPR (Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) through
professional and certified training programs. By December 31st, we had over 6,500 first-response
emergency heroes within our delivery partner network across Delhi-NCR, Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad
and Pune. We aim to expand this program to reach three lakh delivery partners across India.

Q14. What was the cash balance at the end of Q3FY24?

Akshant: The cash balance increased by INR 254 crore in the quarter. This was the third consecutive
quarter of increase in our cash balance. Please see the bridge between Adjusted EBITDA and closing cash
balance below.
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Note: Treasury income is as per actual cash received (and not on accrual basis). Hence, there will be quarterly variation in the
quantum.

Q15. The cash balance is nowmore than INR 12,000 crore and increasing. Are
there any plans to return cash to shareholders?

Akshant: Our business and industry structure are still young and nascent. At this point we want to keep a
strong balance sheet. I would say that it is safe to assume that wemay not do any buyback or dividend
distribution in FY24 or FY25.

Q16. Anything else youwould like to add?

Deepinder: Yes, a quick note on Hyperpure and Going-out.

Hyperpure Revenue grew 15% QoQ (104% YoY) driven by growth in both the core restaurant supplies
business and the relatively newer quick commerce opportunity. To address a growing need of our
restaurant partners, we are now setting up a plant for processing value-added food supplies including,
sauces, spreads, pre-cut and semi-finished perishable products, among others. Over time, this has the
potential to expandmargins and drive higher engagement with our restaurant partners.

On Going-out, we have launched our events ticketing platform in nine cities in India - we now have a
separate ‘Events’ tab on our Zomato app in these cities.

That’s it for now.

��
THE END
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Annexure A - Quarterly disclosures

Notes:
1) Adjusted Revenue shown above does not include inter-segment revenue.
2) There could be some totalling anomalies in the numbers displayed above due to the impact of rounding off.

Notes:
1) Quick commerce data used for YoY% change (B2C business) computation includes Blinkit data from 10-Aug-22 onwards

(transaction closing date).
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Notes:
1) Refer to Annexure C for definitions relating to the quick commerce business.
2) GOV per day, per store is calculated as a simple average of total GOV transacted per day divided by total number of stores

operational for the day, for that period.
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Annexure B - Adjusted Revenue and Adjusted EBITDA reconciliation

The following table reconciles revenue from operations and stated loss for the period (as per Ind AS) with
Adjusted Revenue and Adjusted EBITDA, respectively.

Note: There could be some totalling anomalies in the numbers displayed above due to the impact of rounding off.
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Annexure C - Glossary for terms used in reference to the business
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Annexure D - Statement of consolidated profit and loss account
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Annexure E - Statement of consolidated balance sheet
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Annexure F - Statement of consolidated cash flows
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Use of non-GAAP financial measures

To supplement our financial information presented in accordance with IND AS, we consider certain
financial measures that are not prepared in accordance with IND AS, including Adjusted Revenue and
Adjusted EBITDA. We use these financial measures in conjunction with IND AS measures as part of our
overall assessment of our performance to evaluate the effectiveness of our business strategies and to
communicate with our board of directors concerning our business and financial performance. We believe
these non-GAAP financial measures provide useful information to investors about our business and
financial performance, enhance their overall understanding of our past performance and future prospects,
and allow for greater transparency with respect to metrics used by our management in their financial and
operational decision making. We are presenting these non-GAAP financial measures to assist our
investors and because we believe that these non-GAAP financial measures provide an additional tool for
investors to use in comparing results of operations of our business over multiple periods. Information
given also includes information related to material subsidiaries.

Non-GAAPmeasures used by us are defined below:

● Adjusted Revenue = Revenue from operations as per financials (+) actual customer delivery
charges in the food delivery business (net of any discounts, including free delivery discounts on
account of Zomato Gold program)

● Adjusted EBITDA = EBITDA (+) share-based payment expense (-) rental paid for the period
pertaining to ‘Ind AS 116 leases’

● EBITDA = Profit/loss as per financials excluding (i) tax expense (ii) other income (iii) depreciation
and amortization expense (iv) finance cost and (v) exceptional items

These metrics have certain limitations and hence should be considered in addition to, not as substitutes
for, or in isolation from, measures prepared in accordance with IND AS.

Forward looking statements

This document contains certain statements that are or may be forward-looking statements. These
statements include descriptions regarding the intent, belief or current expectations of the senior
management of Zomato Limited (“Company”) subject to board approval, wherever applicable with respect
to the results of operations and financial condition of the Company. These statements can be recognised
by the use of words such as “expects,” “plans,” “will,” “estimates,” “projects,” “marks,” “believe” or other words
of similar meaning. Forward-looking statements generally are not statements of historical fact, including,
without limitation statements made about our strategy, estimates of revenue growth, future EBITDA and
future financial or operating performance. Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve risks and uncertainties which are difficult to predict and are outside of the control
of the Company, and actual results may differ from those in such forward-looking statements as a result of
various factors and assumptions which the Company believes to be reasonable in light of its operating
experience in recent years. The risks and uncertainties relating to these statements include, but not
limited to, risks and uncertainties, regarding fluctuations in earnings, our ability to manage growth and
competition, among others. The Company does not undertake any obligation to revise or update any
forward-looking statement that may bemade from time to time by or on behalf of the Company.

Any investment in securities issued by the Company will also involve certain risks. There may be additional
material risks that are currently not considered to be material or of which the Company, its directors, any
placement agent, their respective advisers or representatives are unaware. Against the background of
these risks, uncertainties and other factors, viewers of this document are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on these forward-looking statements. The Company, its directors, any placement agent, their
respective advisers or representatives assume no responsibility to update forward-looking statements or
to adapt them to future events or developments. Accordingly, any reliance you place on such
forward-looking statements will be at your sole risk.
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The information contained in this document has not been independently verified. The information in this
document is in summary form and does not purport to be complete. No representation, warranty,
guarantee or undertaking, express or implied, is or will be made as to, and no reliance should be placed on
the accuracy, completeness, correctness or fairness of the information, estimates, projections and
opinions contained in this document. Potential investors must make their own assessment of the
relevance, accuracy and adequacy of the information contained in this document and must make such
independent investigations as they may consider necessary or appropriate for such purposes. Such
information and opinions are in all events not current after the date of this document.

Further, past performance of the Company is not necessarily indicative of its future results. Any opinions
expressed in this document or the contents of this document are subject to change without notice. This
document should not be construed as legal, tax, investment or other advice. Neither the Company or its
directors, nor any placement agent or their respective advisers or representatives shall have any
responsibility or liability whatsoever (for negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from this
document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. The information set out herein
may be subject to updating, completion, revision, verification and amendment and such information may
change materially. Neither the Company, its directors, any placement agent, nor any of their respective
advisers or representatives is under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained
herein. This document does not constitute or form part of and should not be construed as, directly or
indirectly, any advertisement, offer or invitation or inducement to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any
offer to purchase or subscribe for, any securities of the Company by any person whether by way of private
placement or to the public, in any jurisdiction, nor shall it or any part of it or the fact of its distribution form
the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any investment decision or any contract or commitment
therefor. Investing in securities involves certain risks and potential investors should note that the value of
the securities may go down or up. Accordingly, potential investors should obtain and must conduct their
own investigation and analysis of the relevant information carefully before investing.
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